
 

Tiny houses look marvellous but have a dark
side: Three things they don't tell you on
marketing blurb
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Tiny houses are everywhere. They've received heavy coverage in the
media and there are millions of followers on dozens of pages on social
media. While there is no census for these homes, they have seen a surge
in popularity in the decade since the Great Recession – witness the 
prolific growth of tiny house manufacturers, for instance. Originating in
the US, tiny homes have also been popping up across Canada, Australia
and the UK.

Tiny houses are promoted as an answer to the affordable housing crisis;
a desirable alternative to traditional homes and mortgages. Yet there are
many complexities and contradictions that surround these tiny spaces, as
I discovered when I began investigating them.

I have toured homes, attended tiny house festivals, stayed in a tiny house
community and interviewed several dozen people who live inside them.
My research took me throughout the US, from a converted accessory
unit squeezed between two average size homes on Staten Island to a
community in Florida full of cute and brightly coloured tiny structures –
appropriately located just down the road from Disneyland. Here are
three things I unexpectedly discovered along the way.

1. Tiny homes and the housing ladder

Millenials have a complicated relationship with home ownership. They
often still want to own a home but are simply not able to do it in the
same way as their parents, and are known as "Generation Rent" as a
result.

All the tiny-houser millenials that I interviewed wanted to own bigger
houses in future; they saw tiny living as a means of owning something
now and being able to save at the same time. Several young couples
planned to upgrade once they had children, selling their tiny homes or
even keeping them as guesthouses.
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https://eu.usatoday.com/story/money/nation-now/2018/04/03/small-but-not-tiny-homes/484295002/
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/jun/26/tiny-home-communities-housing-solution-or-gentrified-trailer-parks
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/jun/26/tiny-home-communities-housing-solution-or-gentrified-trailer-parks
https://www.instagram.com/tinyhousemovement/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/tinyhouse/?hl=en
https://www.nasdaq.com/article/tiny-house-maker-legacy-housing-sets-terms-for-41-million-ipo-cm1063239
http://www.tinyhouseuk.co.uk
http://time.com/money/3551773/millennials-home-buying-marriage/
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jan/12/generation-rent-city-i-grew-up-in
https://phys.org/tags/young+couples/


 

But if they saw these homes as a temporary option they would abandon
as their lives progressed, it's not always so straightforward in practice.
Apart from the obvious challenge of saving enough to afford a bigger
place, it's not easy to sell tiny homes since they usually depreciate in
value. And because they are not attached to land, there is often a
question mark about their long-term viability as well.

2. Groundlessness

Tiny homes tend to be on wheels as a way of getting around government 
regulations on minimum habitable dwelling size. This often makes their
inhabitants feel unsettled. In my own experience staying in a tiny home, I
recall feeling a general awareness of the wheels underneath and a slight
swaying as I jumped from the ladder that accessed the lofted bed.

As one interviewee who lives with his partner and small child on private
land in rural Washington State told me: "It doesn't feel that grounded; it
feels like we are detached from the earth because there are wheels
underneath us… It's a constant reminder… you are in this fragile state of
housing."
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https://tinyhousetalk.com/do-tiny-homes-appreciate-or-depreciate-in-value-over-time/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524531/160519_Nationally_Described_Space_Standard____Final_Web_version.pdf


 

  

Credit: Paul VanDerWerf, CC BY-SA

The majority of dwellers that I talked to were eager to live on a solid
foundation in future. I met one millennial who used her college fund to
build a beautifully crafted and customised tiny home, but felt so
groundless after only a year of living on wheels that she was trying to
sell.

This suggests that building codes will need to be relaxed to allow more
tiny housers to live on foundations. Some places have taken the lead on
this already – one example is Spur, Texas, which has changed its relevant
housing laws with the express intention of attracting tiny housers in
response to a declining population. Spur is pitching itself as the first tiny
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https://www.spurfreedom.org
http://spur.lifeonthe.cloud


 

house friendly town in America.

More broadly, however, the legalities around tiny homes remain
complicated. They continue to restrict the potential for this lifestyle both
in the US and elsewhere. In the UK, for instance, there can be issues
with planning laws that require all new dwellings to have more than one
bed space. In southwest England, Bristol City Council recently overruled
such rules to allow several tiny homes to be built in the back garden of a
terraced house in the suburbs, reckoning that it was necessary to help
alleviate a local housing crisis.

3. Tiny homes ≠ tiny consumption

Tiny houses are often put forward as a more sustainable housing option.
They are certainly a potential check on the continued pursuit of bigger
houses and greater consumption of energy, building materials and so
forth. Yet reducing your environmental impact by going tiny is not as
simple as some have claimed.

I came across several tiny households that were using external storage
spaces for items that wouldn't fit in the home, for example. Referred to
as a "dirty secret" by one interviewee, another explained her desire to
keep items from her previous home in case she changed her mind about
tiny living.

Over half of my interviewees had a "one in, one out" mentality, where
they would throw away or donate one item to make space for something
new. As one dweller in her late 30s, who lives in a state-of-the-art home
in a caravan park in rural New Hampshire, said, "I have a TJ Maxx
addiction. I still go out every couple months and buy a bunch of stuff
then come home and decide which things to get rid of."

Regardless of how tiny living is marketed by the enthusiasts,
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https://www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/Codes-and-standards/Building-Code-Development-Committee/BCDC_WhitePaper_TinyHome_5_12_17.ashx?la=en
https://www.aarp.org/home-family/your-home/info-2018/tiny-home-laws.html
https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/tiny-one-person-houses-one-15623547
https://phys.org/tags/tiny+homes/
https://phys.org/tags/house/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/07/1014982
https://phys.org/tags/environmental+impact/
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:s1b4zB3kaJQJ:https://www.sparefoot.com/self-storage/blog/15386-how-to-ditch-stuff-you-dont-need-and-move-into-a-tiny-house/+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk&client=safari


 

sustainability was not a major driver for most of the participants in my
study. Instead it was almost an afterthought. It seemingly takes more
than changing the size of a home to change the mentality of the people
who live inside.
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